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A broad range of
blues ties a big,
traditional house
together. Pink and
coral make it pop.
Green keeps it
calm. And they all
get along so well!
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“I tried to use some serious furniture shapes
and a few antiques in the living room of this
house—but I wanted to have fun with the fabrics
and color,” says Ashley Whittaker. A custom sofa
is covered in a Brunschwig & Fils avocado linen.
The painting above the sofa is by Sally Michel.
Slipper chairs are covered in Vizcaya in Celery by
AM Collections. Faux-tortoise coffee table is from
Todd Romano. Curtains are Granada in Robins Egg
by AM Collections. Mantel mirror by Ashley Whittaker. Natura sisal rug from Stark.
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It’s amazing how many people today want to live with
a summery, coastal style year-round. How did you make this
Southampton house so light in summer and cozy in winter?

Fr ances Schultz:

A s h l e y W h i t ta k e r : The house
really works year-round. I used
lots of bright colors but made sure
to integrate plenty of warm materials like velvet and cashmere.
A beautiful linen chintz always
works, because the fabric feels
cool but the colors can be warm.
This house has a sense of coziness, and I think that’s due to the
range of textures we used. A colorful cashmere throw over the back
of a sofa or on the arm of a chair
adds instant warmth to an otherwise summery room. Velvets have
also become an all-season staple.
I also love a summer house with a
fireplace or two—and I made sure
there was a really comfortable
spot in front of the fire to sit and
put your feet up.

In the family room—Velvet! Sisal!
Ikat! Paisley! Wicker! Is this room
the theme song for the house?

That’s funny, I guess you could
almost call it that. It’s the central access from which many of
the rooms in the house grew. I’m
crazy about all of the blues. What
I love in particular are the two
prints, the ikat and paisley, that
work together but don’t compete.
We added a navy velvet chair this
summer and I love it with the
ticking contrast and buttons. It’s
the layers that make it cozy. The
wicker garden stools, tortoise mirror, bamboo blinds, a cashmere

throw. The cohesiveness of color
is what makes it calm and inviting.
Explain a bit about the layout of the
house and how the public rooms
had to work together, because with
today’s open floor plans, it’s a common conundrum.

When you enter the house there
are four rooms that come into
view—living room, dining room,
sunroom, and kitchen. We wanted
them to work together but not
‘match.’ The blues tie the rooms
together, but what really makes
it all pop is the pink, coral, and
yellow you see in the sunroom
beyond.
That turquoise-and-white linen on
the dining room walls is dreamy.

I know, I love it. One dreary winter day my client and I had driven
out to the house to meet. We had
chosen the turquoise linen for
the sunroom, but when I walked
through the dining room and
held the sample up to the wall,
we both said, ‘That’s it!’ The turquoise brightened even the grayest of February days. It has great
impact and sets a tone for the colors throughout.
Brown furniture has become the
stepchild of design—yet you’ve
embraced it warmly in the dining room, plunking down that big
mahogany table.

My client is crazy about Regency
furniture, so this was an obvious

place for a big mahogany piece.
I love it with the white chairs.
And the one thing she knew she
wanted in the living room was the
faux-tortoise coffee table from
Todd Romano. It was the first decision, which helped set the level of
sophistication of the room.
The furniture in the living room and
in the family room is all very traditional and comfy-looking, but it has
a modern, tailored feel.

The shapes are all rather traditional—the Billy Baldwin–inspired
slipper chairs, the tufted ottoman
by the fire, the Napoleon III chair
covered in turquoise cashmere.
It’s the fabric that feels young.
The bright green strié velvet on
the sofa is unexpected and makes
it less serious than it is.
Is the furniture new? Custom?

With the exception of a few
antique pieces, I had the furniture made. Custom furniture is
a little more time-consuming up
front, but the result is worth the
extra effort.
And clearly a strength of yours.
Any words of advice?

If you’re going to the trouble of
having something made, take the
time to go look at it before it’s finished. That way a good upholsterer
can change an arm that looks too
high or the pitch of the sofa back
if it’s not comfortable enough on
first pass. And keep in mind that

large furniture pieces always look
enormous in a crowded workroom. Don’t be scared. If it worked
in the furniture plan, it’ll work in
real life.
The breakfast room is so much fun,
with its bright blue-and-whitestriped rug and wonderful Frenchylooking chairs.

I love these French café chairs—
they’re indestructible and come
in a multitude of colors and patterns, so you can really make them
your own. I used navy, turquoise,
and white in the kitchen to work
with the adjacent family room.
The colors look fresh against the
outdoors.
Furniture arranging is such a knack,
and you’ve got it. What are your dos
and don’ts?

Honestly, I don’t even think about
fabrics or colors until I have a furniture plan in my mind. It really
is the most important aspect of
designing a great room. First you
want to make sure the room will
work for its intended purpose.
Living rooms need lots of seating
areas and small chairs and upholstered stools to pull around. Family rooms need a comfy sofa and
always a big ottoman in place of
the coffee table. A good furniture
plan means you can have three
people in a room or eighteen, and
everyone still has a great time.
P roduced by senga mor tim er

OPPOSITE: “The white chairs and coral chandelier make a big mahogany table feel lighter than it is,” says Whittaker.
“The contrasts make it work. I consider that a universal rule in decorating.” Turquoise on tinted linen wall fabric from Quadrille.
1940s Gustavian-style chairs in coral linen by Travers. Chandelier, Mecox Gardens. Rug, Natura Sisal from Stark.
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The sitting room off the kitchen “needed to be stylish and childfriendly,” says Whittaker. “I love the ikat on the ottoman and
the blue paisley on the sofa bolster.” The curtain fabric from
Carleton V “was one of the first things my client and I fell in
love with. The beautiful blue is what started the chain reaction
of blues throughout the house.” OPPOSITE: Whittaker added
shades to the shell chandelier from Mecox Gardens. French
café chairs from TK Collections. The blue and white Stark rug
“creates continuity between kitchen and sitting room, and
breaks up a large expanse of floor.”
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“The floor in the entrance hall was black and lifeless. It
needed a shot in the arm. I had it painted to look like marquetry, which is elegant without being too fancy. Plus,
it’s surprisingly durable,” says Whittaker. Faux painting
by Agustin Hurtado. Urns under table, Hinson & Co. Lee
Jofa lamps. Stark stair runner. Opposite: “A tester bed
is always romantic and pretty.” Attaching the tester
directly to the ceiling creates a sense of height. Leontine
Linens. Bed curtain, dust ruffle, and chair in a Scalamandré check. Bench from Chelsea Editions.
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“I love the cool
blues and warm
creams of the
master bedroom.
And I made sure
the husband had
a comfortable
chaise to sit in on
Sundays, read
the paper, and take
a nap.”
a s h l e y w h i t ta k e r

“The white linen sofa and dressing table with the
white shell mirror add to the overall serenity of
the bedroom.” says Whittaker. Wallpaper by Nina
Campbell through Osborne & Little. Floral print for
vanity skirt and pillows, Cowtan & Tout.
for more details, see Resources
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For more of this house visit
housebe autiful .com/ whit taker

